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Royal Hospital School celerating 50 years at Holbrook

ROYAL HOSPITAL SCHOoL
FOUNDED 1/12 

THIS IS A BOARDING SCHOOL FOR 
BOYS AGED I1-18., IT ISMAINTAINED 
BY GREENWICH HOSPITAL FOR THE 
SONS OF SEAFARERS 

IN 1933 THE SCHOOL MOVED FROM 
GREENWICH TO _THIS SITE. WHICHH 
HAD WITH GREAT GENEROSITY BEEN 
GIVEN BY GIFFORD SHERMAN READE 
OF HOLBROOK l846-1929 
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Royal Hospital School celebrati 

ROYAL HOSPITAL SCHOOL
FOUNDED 1712)

THIS IS A BOARDING SCHOOL FOOR BOYS AGED I1-18. IT IS MAINTAINED BY GREENWICH HOSPITAL FOR THE SONS OF SEAFARERS 
IN 1933 THE SCHOOL MOVED FROM GREENVWICH TO THIS SITE. WHICHHAD WITH GREAT GENEROSITY BEEN GIVEN BY GIFFORD SHERMANOF HOLBROOK 1846-1929 READE 
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Prelude to a golde WHEN my wife and I described as the socialists David Mayers taught at the Royal Hospital School, Holbrook, for 15 yearsand is a former head of careers. This year the school is celebrating the iftieth anniversary of the move to its Suftolk site and in this special articlehe looks back on his career and explains why the recent announcement that the school is to remain in the county came as such a relief to so many.Pictures by EADT staft photographer Owen Hines.
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A boy coming to the RHS their social milieu were tak- 
at 1l finds himself in the 

educative grip of a tradition tally contrary dircction. 
and an environment which he neither can nor should 
have any power to alter. 

So the same material
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comprehensive schools all 
Over the country reacts

cntirely differently under
such conditions. 

No matter how wayward
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Above, Holbrook's great landmark, the 198ft. clock tower. Below, a pleasant walk, looking
towards Nelson House.
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total direction of the boy 
tor 24 hours of the day and 
for 36 wecks of the year. 

How is this achieved? The 
answer must be that it is a 

result of the selfless dedi-
cation of the academic and 

non-academic staff of the 
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been established and it is 
maintained by nmembers of 
the staft who, for the most 

part, spend their working
lives at the school. 

As evidence of this long-
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haltway, up the chrono-

There is no way that I 
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go to any other for | vould 
be sure to find in any other

some element missing of 
the fine blend of all the 
strands of British life which

exists at RHS. 

who will be attending his last parade and speech day as 
g to the choir in the chapel 

particularly Now that the decision has 

been taken that the school 
shall remain on its present
magnificent site and that a 
progranime ot expansion 
will be undertaken, I have 
little doubt that the first 50 
years will be seen in retro- 

spect as merely the prelude

to the golden age of the 
Royal Hospital School.
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The headmaster's favourite retreat.. . Mr. Norman WorsWiCk, wh0 will be attending his last parade and speech day as 
head master today, listening to the choir in the chapel
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weeEeel

or toduy's purade
Pupils busy shining boots and shoes during 'stand easy' yeste rday in preparulo 

and speech day. 

Spit und polish.


